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REMARKS ON DENSITY TOPOLOGY AND ITS CATEGORY ANALOGUE 
WtadysXaw Wilczvrtski 
The density topology Wd?> studied in [l] ana [2] and its category 
analogue in [3] and [4] . In the first case the authors were dealing 
only with Lebesgue measurable sets, in the second with the sets hav-
ing the Baire property. In both cases very essential role is played 
by the definition of the density point of a set. In this note we shall 
discuss some definitions of the density point which are equivalent 
for the Lebesgue measurable sets fsets having the Baire property), 
but not equivalent in the general case. The first part of the paper 
will be devoted to "measure", the second to "category". We shall 
suppose CH. 
Let R denote the real line, «£- the (T-alaebra of Lebesgue 
measurable sets and m - the linear Lebesgue measure. If A € £ , 
then 0 is a density point of A if and only if a/ limt(2h) • 
* m(A n (-h,h)) =- 1. It is not difficult to see that this condition 
is equivalent to each of the following conditions: b/ the sequence 
of characteristic functions of the sets (n»A) ̂  [-l,l], n 6 N con-
verges in measure to a function which is identically 1 on [-l,l] 
(here n*A » {n-x : x 6 A } ) , which we shall denote 
V in measu „.w., 
A((n-A) rs [-1,1]) n -^ 00 * 1 ? 
ПUПГ it means that for eacn increasing sequence { ^ K ^ °f natural 
bers there exists a subsequence (nk } such that 
a. e. on [-1, l] 
-'-(fly A) « t-i.-ii ~^r~~. M » 
and . c/ for each increasing sequence { t ^ j ^ of positive number.* 
tending to infinity there exists a subsequence {^hjkefi such that 
y
# %
 a.e. on [-1,1]*, 
This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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For a set A C R which is not necessarily Lebesnue measurable we 
shall introduce the following definitions of the density point; 
UII.FI1S.IT I UN 1. 0 is a density point of h if and only if there 
exists a measurable set B c A for which 0 is a density point (it 
is the same as to say that limf(2h) • m^ (A A (-h,h)J = 1 ; where 
m £ stands for the inner Lebesaue measure . 
DEFINITION 2. 0 is a density point of h if and only if 
y in measure 
ftn-A; A [-l,lj) n -> oo 1* 
DEFINITION 3, 0 is a density point of A if and only if for 
each increasing sequence -(th}h€jy of nositive numbers tendincr to 
infinity there exists a subsequence 'Itn.'kttf such that 
v a.e. in [--.-I 
*(ft,i. A) A-i.DJ k - -
Observe that in def. i and 3 it can happen that characteristic func-
tions under considerations are not measurable, however the sequence 
of such functions can converge a.e. to a measurable function. 
In the sequel we shall frequently use the followina convention: 
x0 is a density point of A (in the sense of def. 1,2 or 3J if and 
only if 0 is a density point of A - x t t = { x - x e : x € A } in 
the sense of def. 1,2 or 3, respectively. We shall also say that 0 
is a dispersion point of A c R if and only if 0 is a density 
point of R - A. 
PROPOSITION x. I£ 0 is a density point of A in the sense of 
def. 1, then it is also a density point of A in the sense of def. 2 
and def. 3. 
P r o o f . T»He a measurable set B C A from def. 1, observe 
that 
fa) « [-1,1]) " ((nh) A [-1,1]) 
and use the equivalence of the above-mentioned conditions for B. 
Observe that the fact that 0 is a dispersion point of A can 
be described using definitions similar to def. 2 and 3 in which 
0 is used Instead of 1 in the ricrht-hand side of both formulas. 
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THEOREM 1. There exists a set C C R such that 0 la a density 
.oint of C in the sense of def. 3 (and def. l) but 0 is not a 
density point of C in the sense of def. 1. 
We shall need the followina lemma: 
LEMMA 1. There exists a non-measurable set A < [0,lj such that 
for each different positive numbers t' ,t" card ((t-AJ* (t"*Aj) < iWd . 
P r o o f of t h e l e m m a : Let /G V V be a transf inite 
sequence of all open subsets of [0,l] for which m(G^) < 1. Let 
{ti(}^<0 be a transf inite sequence of all positive numbers. Choose 
x € (0,l] - G#. It is possible. Suooose we have chosen ooints xfl 
"A " r 
for /s < u < 04 . Let E^ = < (ts) • t • xA : /**< , X <
 d , P< 
< oi } . Obvious ly ca rd ( E ^ ) < &o . Choose x^ € (0, l ] - (G^ V E^J. 
I t i s aga in p o s s i b l e . By t h e t r a n s f i n i t e i n d u c t i o n we o b t a i n a s e t 
A = ^ x ^ : * < < o 4 } . We s h a l l p rove t h a t A has a l l r e q u i r e d p r o p e r -
t i e s . Let t , t be d i f f e r e n t p o s i t i v e numbers. Then t = t ,< , 
t " = t ^ for some <tA, *(l < u4 . I f x € (trf * A ) A ( t ^ • A), t hen 
x * t,<4 • x ^ = t r f j • x ^ for some pA,^ < ^ . Obviously p4 £ fc, 
suppose t h a t fa<fa . Then x - = (trf )"* • t ^ • x* . I f &t > 
> max ( dA,4l), t hen x a 6 E a which i s i m n o s s i b l e . Hence li§ <, 
* pi Pi ' * 
^ max (4Atd$) (and p4 < max (AA 9
di)l 1 so (t u • A)/i(t^ • A) is 
at most denumerable. The case fa > j3x is analoaous. From the con-
struction it follows immediately that m *(A) = 1 (m* is the outer 
Lebesgue measure). Suppose that A is measurable. Then for t'v=l, 
t9 = 2 we have m((t • A) A (t''* A)) = 1 which contradicts the denumer-
ability of this set. Hence A is non-measurable. 
P r o o f of t h e t h e o r e m : We shall show that 0 is c 
dispersion point of A in the sense of def. 3. Indeed, let <[tH}He# 
be an arbitrary sequent a of positive numbers tendina to infinity. We 
shall show that required subsequence can be equal to the whole se-
quence. First observe that 




card (lim sup ((tn* A) A t-l#lj)) £ JWM 
hence 
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* 0 . 
a.e. in 
Af(tH-A) A [-1,1]) n->o* 
Then 0 is a density point of C = R - A in the sense of def. 3 
'and obviously of def. 2). Simultaneously 0 is not a density point 
of C in the sense of def. 1, because for each measurable B C C 
we have m(B A [0,l]) = 0 (for B A [0, l] A A = 0 ) and hence 0 
is not a density point of B in the sense of def. 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. If 0 is a density point of A in the sense of 
def. 3, then it is also a density point of A in the sense of def .2. 
P r o o f . Obvious. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a set C c R such that 0 is a density 
point of C in the sense of def. 2 but it is not a density point of 
C in the sense of def. 3. 
P r o o f . Let A be a set from lemma 1. Let {rk)kcM b e a d e~ 
creasinq sequence tendina to zero and such that for each k,l € N, 
k 7- 1, a number r. • (r.) is not rational. Dut 
B - U (r k- A). 
k=l 
Observe tha t 
l im sup(n-B) C U ((m*) A (n-B)) = U \J j[mr.-A)/»far;A)) 
* m,n*N m,n*N k,lcY L 
m?-n m?-n k?-l 
and that the last set is at most denumerable for nvr̂  ^ n-r for 
each k,l £ N, k f 1 . Hence 0 is a dispersion point of B in 
the sense of def. 2, so a density point of C = R - B in the sense 
of def. 2. Simultaneously if tH = (rB)* , n t N we observe that 
^t^) h € A / converges to infinity and for each subsequence {tH ) 
we have 
lim sup(t„ • B)D lim sun [tn • r* • A), 
k * k -* * 
because B 0 rH • A. But t . r., • A « A, so 
* k k 
xim sup (t„ • BJ)A 
k k 
and 0 is not a dispersion point of A in the sense of def; 3 (re-
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call that A is not of measure o). So the set C = R - B fulfills 
all requirements. 
It seems that the definition 2 is less natural than the remainina 
definitions, so in the sequel we'shall sneak only abou+- 1-density 
points and 3-density points (it means about density points in the 
sense of def. 1 and 3, respectively). Let ^ (A) = ^ xt R : x is 
a 1-density point of A/ and $L(A) = /X € R - X is a 3-density 
point of A ) for arbitrary A C R. Put Ĵ  = ( A C R : A C $/A)} 
and T4 = <(A C R : A C ^ ( A ) } . Obviously Ĵ  c 7d . The family 
Ĵ  is the well-known density topoloay (see [l] , p. 500y. We shall 
that J^ is also a tonology and that Jj + 7/ . show 
PROPOSITION 3. For each ~ets A,B c R 
a/ ^(A/IB) = §,(A) A ^(B) 
b/ if A C B, then §J(A) C $J(BJ . 
P r o o f . a/ can be proved exactly as in [4] , b/ is obvious. 
THEOREM 3. 7± is a topoloay. 
P r o o f . It follows immediately from the Proposition 3. 
Now we shall show some Properties of the operation (J>j. 
THEOREM 4. There exists a set C C (0,l) such that C A $3(c) 
is not of Lebesgue measure zero. 
We shall need the followina lemma in which by the dilatation f 
with a centre xQ £ (0,1) and a coefficient t > 0 we shall mean 
the following transformation 
f(x) = x0 + (x - x j . t. 
LEMMA 2. There exists a set A £ X such that for each dilata-
Dns f ,f ' having the same cent] 
have card ( f ' (A) r\ f " (A)] £ W„ . 
tio re and different coefficients we 
P r o o f . Let (G^^^ be a sequence of all open subsets of 
(0,l), m(G^)< 1. Let /-v ]r^<0
 b e a trans-=inite one-to-one se-
Ofuence of all dilatations with centres' in (0,l) and positive co-
efficients. Choose x 0 e(0,l) - G0. It is possible. Suppose that 
we have chosen points xft for A < U 4 <4A . Let E . * 
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= i f $ [ f f(*f)) : f < * , f < * , p < J , f f and f j- have the same 
centre as f̂  (the set E ̂  can be empty). Obviously card ( E ^ ) ^ 
* -̂ o" Choose x^ i (0,l) - (G^ U E^) . It is aaain oossible. By the 
.ransfinite induction we obtain a set A = ̂ x^ : U < oA . Let f', 
be different dilatations with the same centre. Then f = f , , 
= fj for some «A ,Ul < o4 . If x 6 f^ (A) * f^ (A) , then 
-. = f 4 l*^) = f^ (x. ) . Aaain we observe tnat fa 7- fa and essen-
cially by the same argument as in lemma 1 we prove that card(f (A)* 
A f" (A)) $ Af0 . The non-measurability of A is proved exactly as 
in lemma 1. 
P r o o f of t h e t h e o r e m : As in theorem 1 we prove 
that every point x € (0,l) is a dispersion point of A . so every 
i-oint x € (0,l) is a density point of C = (0,l) - A. Hence 
x*i(c) = (°'-J a n d c 4 $i^c) i s n o t measurable. 
COROLLARY: C € JJ - 7d . 
In the above theorem we obtain a measurable set £ (c). However, 
it is not the rule. 
THEOREM 5. There exists a set C C (0,l) for which (L(c) is 
Tot measurable. 
P r 00 f. We shall starv again with the same construction of 
similar type using the transfinite induction. 
Let E C (0,l) be an abitrary non-measurable set. Let 
{(Yu r **))«< < u ke a transfinite sequence in which each pair (Yft), 
where y € E, t > 0 occurs exactly once. Let f, denote the di-
latation with the centre y^ and a coefficient t^. Let 
I ( z * ' G - t ) ) .<< Q b e a transfinite sequence in which each pair (Z,Q) 
where z 6 (0,l) - E, G C (0,l) is an open set, fo ( G) < 1 oc-
curs exactly once. Choose arbitrary ^ x0. Choose u 0 € (0,l) - G0 
and put u ^ = z# + 2~
l,**'( uo-zj for n 6 N so (u£° * u J . Sup-
pose that we have chosen x for A < u <" 0 a n d u^ f°r nf N, 
/ > < < < * , . Let E-c = {^(^(x^j) -.r<*,r<u , />< •< , 
ff and fy have the same centre as fu} \j ( fj (ff(u£*l) : <FV * 1 
f<u ' P < ** t n £ N , tf and f j have the same centre as f^J. 
Choose x^6 (0,l) - E^. Choose u K 6 (o,l) - (G^ * (z^)) in such 
a way that for each n € N u ^ -= ẑ  + 2^H-(u^ - zj does not 
belong to E^. It is possible because the set (0,l) - (G^ i/(zj) 
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is of the power of the continuum and the set E^ is countable. By 
the transfinite induction we obtain a set A = ̂ x . : U < u4 ) u 
v/^u^0 : n 6 N ; U. < uA) . If f'ff" are different dilatations 
with the same centre y f E, then card (f (A) /i f (AJJ < }i0 . In-
deed, if f = f, , f = fj and x € t , (K) r\ f j (A) , then 
x = f •<< (xfiJ or x = f<4 (u£) and x = tu% (x^J or x = f^ (û * ) 
It cannot be ftA «• Â  because the dilatations are different. SUD-
pose that x = f^ (x. ) and fa > fo then as before we prove 
that jl4 < max («/f , ̂ J. If x = f^ (u^j and p4 > fit i then in 
the case ft > max ( -/,, , Jt) we have u^ C E which is impossible. 
Hence card (f ' (A) * f" (A)) -< ft, . Sof each point of E is a 3-
-dispersion point of A. 
Simultaneously from the construction of ^u^h : U < oA , n £ N} 
it follows immediately that to every point z € (0fl) - E there 
corresponds a set A2 C A (AZ = ̂ U^
H) : n * Nf z^ = z ) which has 
outer measure equal to 1 and which fulfills the following property: 
f (A ) ) A. if f is a dilatation with the centre z and with a 
coefficient of the form 2 , n € N. Hence z is not a 3-dispersibn 
point of A 2 (a sequence {2*}^^ suffices J, and obviously z is 
not a 3-dispersion point of A. Then $3((0fl) - A) = (0fl) - E 
a nonmeasurable set. 
Now let 5̂ denote the 6"-algebra of sets having the Baire proper 
ty and J the (T-ideal of sets of the first category. Recall basic 
facts from [3] and [4] . If A € 6 , then 0 is an J-density point 
of A if and only if the sequence -̂  X//h.4)Ar.^j)h€<v conMrqes to 
1 with respect to 7 ( for each increasing sequence ^nk}k€V of 
natural numbers there exists a subsequence \nk } v such that Г Г*ы 
J - a . e . on [-1,1? 
K((nkf. A) „ [-1,1]) P->oo *' 
where ]J-a.e. means except on a set belonging to J J. Qjje can use a 
sequence {^^)k€/j o f positive numbers tending to infinity. The 
facts that x0 is an 7 -density point and that xf is an J -dis-
persion point of A are described as before. If $(A) = £ x £ R : 
: x is an J-density point of A.} for A £ Jf then $ is so-
-called -lower density and J = -/A £ $ : A C $(A)} is a topology. 
For a set A C R which has not necessarily the Baire property 
we shall introduce the following definitions of the J -density point: 
DEFINITION 1'. 0 is an J-density point of A if and onlv if 
there exists a set B C A having the Baire property for which 0 
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is an J-density point 
DEFINITION 2'. 0 is an J-density point of A if and only if 
^ ^l(v\A) L'4 4l)K kt converges to 1 with respect to J . 
DEFINITION 3'. 0 is an J -density point of " A if and only if 
for each increasing sequence (t„)h{.. of positive numbers tendinq 
to infinity there exists a subsequence *(tw } such that 
V , * I. a.e. on [-1,1]v . 
x(fcVA) - [-i,u) T T ^
 >u 
Essentially in the same way ( usinq only in all- constructions a 
transfinite sequence ^ec}^< u of all F̂- sets which are not re-
sidual in (0,l) in the place of open sets havina measure less 
than l) one can obtain the following results: 
PROPOSITION 1'. If 0 is an J -density point of A in tne'senbe 
of def. 1', then it is also an J-density point of A in the sense 
of def. 2' and 3'. 
THEOREM 1'. There exists a set C C R such that 0 is an J-
-density point of C in the sense of def. 3' (and def. 2') but 
0 is not an J-density point of C in the sense of def. 1'* 
PROPOSITION 2f. If 0 is an 3-density point of A in the sense 
of def. 3', then it is also an J-density point of A in the sense 
of def. 2'. 
THEOREM 2'. There exists a set C C R such that 0 is an J-
-density point of C in the sense of def; 2' but it is not an J -
-density point of C in the sense of def. 3'. 
If we denote $,(A) = 7 X € R : X is an J-density point of A 
in the sense of def. 1'} and & (A) = ̂ x € R : x is an J-densi-
ty point of A in the sense of def. 3'), then both families Tj -
= «̂ A C R : A C §4'(AJ) and Tj = {h C R : A C (^'(A)) are to-
pologies (see th. 3' below). The family J*d is a J- -topo-
logy (see [3j and (4j) . Again J^ £ 7& (see corollary be-
low) . 
PROPOSITION 3'. For each sets A,B C R 
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a/ ^'(A A B) = <£3'(A) rs § ^ ( B ) . 
b/ if A C B, then §^(A) C ^ ' ( B ) . 
r - I ^ 
THEOREM 3'. Ji is a topoloqy. 
The properties of <$) are similar to that of <p. . 
THEOREM 4'. There exists a set C C (0,1, such that C 4 $fc)fj 
( even C 4 <̂ (c) ^ 5). 
r f T ' 
COROLLARY: C 6 Jrf - J4 . 
THEOREM 5'. There exists a set C C (0,lj for which $ . , ( c j 
has not the Baire property. 
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